


















                                                                                                                                                
Title: Self-Seeking and Forgetting: On Patrick Modiano’s Missing Person
ABSTRACT: In Missing Person, a masterpiece of fiction by Patrick Modiano, an 
amnesiac private detective seeks to recover his self-identity by looking for clues about 
his past. He keeps forgetting what he has found, however; through the frustrated search 
for self he finally realizes the meaning of life. The novel centers on the protagonist’s self-
seeking and forgetting, revealing that the spiritual quest to confirm one’s past and discover 
one’s self-identity will inevitably end up with oblivion. The quest, however, will go on, as 
the novel suggests. With an attempt to re-establish causality in human existence, Modiano 
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expresses his thoughts on one of “the most ungraspable human destinies.”
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②　“来自遗忘的最深处”出自莫迪亚诺的小说 Du plus loin de l'oubli （Gallimard，1996）中文译本的标题（《世
界文学》，1997 年第 2 期）。
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